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Meditations In A Digital Emergency

We all have them. Those online moments that throw us off our square. We 
catch an infuriating Facebook post or glimpse an annoying tweet – and 
suddenly we find ourselves caught up in negativity. 

This doesn’t make us any less spiritual. We’re human. We’re going to be 
affected by work, politics, news, culture and the people in our lives. In fact, 
that’s part of what makes us human. 

The key is to prevent things like this from taking us too far off the path. When 
we see or hear something online that arouses anger, annoyance, anxiety or 
sadness, we need to get centered and grounded right away. This digital 
pamphlet is a series of brief meditations and mantras built explicitly for these 
moments. They’re tailored to be short, quick, effective and targeted in on 
specific situations. Keep them on your desktop, in your Apple wallet, 
copy/paste them into a Sticky Note or text them to yourself. We believe you’ll 
find them extremely useful.

Social media, streaming services, texting, emailing – these should be ways of 
celebrating technology, community and connectivity. Don’t let one annoying 
pixel spoil the picture.



The Ex Facebook Post Meditation

Everyone has had this moment. We see an ex-husband, ex-wife, 
former boyfriend or girlfriend in a bright shining moment with 
another person who may or may not be more attractive than us. 
And it pisses us off.  The best solution for this is a form of Buddhist 
metta – a direction of loving kindness toward all people – including 
your ex. Close your eyes, take a few deep breaths and say…

May all beings be happy, content and fulfilled.

May all beings be healed and whole.

May all have whatever they want and need.

May all be protected from harm and free from 
pain.

May all enjoy inner peace and ease.

May all be awakened, liberated and free.

May there be peace in this world – and 
throughout the entire universe – even for (ex’s 
name).
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The Infuriating Political Post Mantra

We all have people in our lives who voted for Donald Trump. These 
folks seem to post an awful lot more than normal people. At any rate, 
we recognize that they typically aren’t grounded in reality. But we 
can’t let them keep us from being grounded. This mantra uses the 
seven principles of metaphysics (the study of fundamental reality) to 
bring us back to Earth. Focus your gaze on an object and repeat this 
mantra for a few minutes. You’ll find it has a nice cadence to it. 



The Uber-Annoying Text Message Rife with Misspellings

If you appreciate the written word, you may get resentful when people 
butcher it in text messages. Perhaps they’ve disabled auto-correct or they 
randomly capitalize letters in the middle of words liKe tHIs. Whatever the 
case, we must understand that they mean no harm. Start with some 
cleansing breaths and then practice this Reading Meditation (an excerpt 
taken from Gaiam). 
*You’ll find that these words fit perfectly in a series of texts to yourself. 

A river of feelings and thoughts is flowing, but I am 
not drowning in it.
My breath is like the anchor that prevents the boat 
from drifting.

Focusing on my breath keeps me from getting lost 
in thought.
I notice sounds and sensations without reacting to 
them.
I smile at disturbances such as memories, little 
itches, and noises.
Smiling relaxes me. I feel content.

My mind is peaceful, my body free of tension.
I am calm and rested.
I feel free. I feel at home.

https://www.gaiam.com/blogs/discover/calming-the-mind-a-meditation-exercise


The Relevant Email That Goes to SPAM Folder

Why do very important emails sometimes go to our SPAM folders? 
This question is right up there with ‘Why are we here?’ When it 
happens, we don’t need to break our keyboards or shout 
obscenities at our laptop. We simply need to find gratitude for all 
the things that do work in our digital lives. Repeat this meditation 
(a poem by Shane O’Reilly) until you find your Grateful Place. 

Joy, my Life
Mystery, my Partner
Belonging, my Love

Narrowness, my Encounter
Fear, my Poison

Time, my Opportunity
Now, my Eternity
Space, my Proof

Hope, my Salvation
Stop, my Awakening
Look, my Presence
Go, my Creation

Gratitude, my Answer

https://gratefulness.org/resource/gratitude-poem/


The High Volume Poster (#wtfmantra) 

Here’s how it happens. Someone you barely know reaches out on 
Facebook, Instagram or Twitter. You’re a good person, you accept. 
The next day, your feed is rocked because this person posts and 
tweets NON STOP. Before you de-everything them, try a little 
tolerance with this kundalini mantra…

Gobinday
Mukanday
Udaaray
Apaaray
Hariang
Kariang
Nirnamay
Akamay

*English Translation: Sustainer, Liberator, Enlightener, 
Infinite, Destroyer, Creator, Nameless, Desireless



I will be fully present and accepting of what 
life brings me this day.

Whatever joys or sorrows I encounter, I will 
greet them with patience and equanimity.

If the day brings difficulties, I will accept them 
wholeheartedly and work to resolve them to 
the best of my ability.

I vow not to let anger and resentment cloud 
my vision and judgment.

I will strive to increase my capacity to bear 
my own difficulties so that I can develop my 
love and compassion for others.

Prayer For The Streaming Service Buffer Wheel

Buffering has long been a modern tryer of patience. But now that we 
have Internet speeds that top 1 GB per second, it can boggle the mind 
when Peaky Blinders is taking f*cking forever to launch the next 
episode. This is the very definition of a luxury problem and simply 
requires us to get in touch with patience. Use this excellent piece 
from Madonna Gauding’s ‘Six Keys to Buddhist Living’…



Get a cup of coffee or tea.

Sit down. Use 4-7-8 breathing. Breathe in 
through your nose for 4 seconds, hold the 

breath for 7 sand exhale for 8.

Now it’s time to use all 5 senses to fully 
ground yourself. Close your eyes. When 

you open them, calmly identify the 
following and say them out loud: 

5 Things You Can See
4 Things You Can Feel
3 Things You Can Hear
2 Things You Can Smell

1 Thing You Can Taste (that’s why
you got the coffee or tea ; )

The Unread Email Calming Technique

Nothing incites anxiety like an unread email count in the hundreds or 
even thousands. Any time you’re away for a few days or you go on 
vacation, this number hangs over your head like a dark cloud. We say: 
Reject this. Your time away from technology should be sacred and 
free from worry. Use this grounding technique to keep your cool and 
realize that these Unreads will get address one email at a time. 



Enlightened Fashion

Thanks so much for your interest in our content. 

As a company, we look to give back whenever possible. That’s why we support the people of 
Bhutan and Nepal – as well as great causes like Eating Disorder Recovery. 

If you’re a person that’s into Buddhism, spirituality, fashion, travel, yoga, helping others, recovery 
or the Bohemian lifestyle and you want to be a part of our little community, check us out. 

Or…

If you’re someone who just likes great clothes – items that are one-of-a-kind, elegant, 
comfortable, durable and downright stunning, check us out too. Our textiles, clothes and apparel 
are sourced directly from Nepal and Bhutan. All organic, all fair trade. Truly enlightened fashion.

www.samsaragear.com


